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What does this Showcase look like?

- The Showcase will be an interactive portion of the event which is intended to increase knowledge sharing and knowledge translation between healthcare professionals and other interested interdisciplinary agencies.

- The Showcase section of our event will be live all day - audience members and contributors can visit and view your work throughout the day. If you are ‘in’ the Showcase Virtual Room you can interact with others who have entered the same space via chat and video.

- Access to build your showcase online will be available starting 1-week prior to the conference date. All presenters must be registrants of the conference.

- We invite your participation and creativity. Suggested formats include posters, pictures or videos. Audience members can click on your Showcase contributions and review them at their leisure.

What we are looking for:

We invite you to submit your climate & health related work and submit to the following submission categories:

- health interventions, promotion strategies & patient information related to mitigating climate-effects on health
- health care practice or institution undertakings that mitigate climate impact, assess vulnerability or improve adaptation
- building communities to support health climate & allies for advocacy
- other

Thank you for your time and interest!

Dr. Anna Gunz, Showcase Chair